New books added in July 2010

American Supreme Court / Robert G. McCloskey ; revised by Sanford Levinson. KF8742 .M296 2010 Univ of Chicago Pr
Bankruptcy in Canada / John D. Hornsberger and Vern W. DaRe. KE1485 H67 2009 Canada Law Book
Bankruptcy law manual / Alan N. Resnick. KF1524 .W3872 2002 Thomson/West
But they didn't read me my rights! : myths, oddities, and lies about our legal system / Michael KF387 .C39 2010 Prometheus Books
Christianity and economics in the post-cold war era : the Oxford declaration and beyond / edited BR115.E3 C53 1994 W.B. Eerdmans
Constitutional illusions and anchoring truths : the touchstone of the natural law / Hadley Arkes. KF4550 .A77 2010 Ashgate
Constitutional law for a changing America. Institutional powers and constraints / Lee Epstein, Th KF4548.5 .E67 2010 CQ Pr.
Copyright matters : imitation, creativity and authenticity in contemporary Chinese literature / KNQ1160 .H46 2010 BWV
Cornered : the new monopoly capitalism and the economics of destruction / Barry Lynn. HD2757.2 .L96 2010 John Wiley & Sons
Democracy and constitutionalism in India : a study of the basic structure doctrine / Sudhir Krishn KNS1892 .K75 2009 Oxford Univ Pr.
Dissecting the hack : the forb1dd3n network / Jayson E. Street ... [et al.]. HV8079.C65 S856 2010 Syngress
Do rights derive from justice or does justice arise from rights? : a philosophy of the prime inhere K240 .H855 2010 Edwin Mellen Pr.
Dred Scott case : historical and contemporary perspectives on race and law / edited by David T KF228.S27 D74 2010 Ohio Univ Pr.
Effective judicial review : a cornerstone of good governance / edited by Christopher Forsyth ... [e K3175 .E34 2010 Oxford Univ Pr.
Employment protection legislation : evolution, effects, winners and losers / Per Skedinger ; trans K1773 .S5413 2010 Edward Elgar
19th annual employment law update / Virginia CLE.  KFV2734.5 .E55 V57 2010  Virginia CLE
28th annual Real Estate Practice Seminar / Virginia CLE.  KFV2526 .R43 2010  Virginia CLE
Third annual Advanced Business Litigation Institute / Virginia CLE.  KFV2540 .A75 E42 2010  Virginia CLE

New DVDs added in July

Germanic tribes [videorecording]: the complete four-part saga / Christian Feyerabend, producer  DD75 .G47 2003  Kultur
Jennie [videorecording]: Lady Randolph Churchill / a Thames Television production ; written by J  Acorn Media
King Lear [videorecording] / by William Shakespeare ; Richard Price & Chris Hunt present ; a co-p King Lear [Entertainment D] PBS Home Video
Landslide [videorecording]: a portrait of President Herbert Hoover / Stamats Communications ;  D807 .L363 2010  PBS Distribution
Voices from Hitler's army [videorecording].  D757 .1 .V65 2007  Kultur ; Cromwell
War of the world [videorecording]: a new history of the 20th century / [a production of Blakewa JZ6385 .W38 2008  PBS Home Video